
Fatal accident of man over board from locally licenced dumb lighter “Winsmart” 

while under towing on 27 January 2016 

1. The incident 

1.1 At about 1500 hours on 27 January 2016, locally licenced tug “Chung Hing No.5” 

commenced to tow locally licenced dumb lighter “Winsmart” from north of Tsing 

Yi for the River Trade Terminal in Tuenmun. 

1.2 On board the “Winsmart”, there were two workers consisted of one crane operator 

and one person in charge of works.   When the tug-and-tow was navigating in the 

waters south of Tsing Lung Tau, northern of Lantau Island, they carried one 

damaged water dispenser from after quarter of the barge to open deck installed 

with neither railing nor bulwark on the ship side.  Then they dumped the water 

dispenser to sea, at this moment, the loosened electrical cable of the water 

dispenser hooked the waist bag of the person in charge of works, as a result, he 

lost his balance and fell overboard into sea. 

1.3 Due to the strong turbulent current of water in the area, the person in charge of 

works sank and went missing soon after his falling into sea, his dead body was 

discovered about one month later.   

2. Lessons learnt 

2.1 In order to prevent recurrence of similar incident in the future, the persons on the 

dumb lighter under towing should: -  

a) without the installation of handrail or bulwark on the shipside, avoid 

approaching or standing close to the shipside with the risk of falling 

overboard. If in need, take proper protection measures, such as wearing 

lifejacket, or wearing safety belt, and keep the exposure time minimum; 

b) comply with the Merchant Shipping (Prevention of Pollution by Garbage) 

Regulation, and not to dump garbage into sea randomly;  

c) wear proper personal protection equipment, such as working garment, 

gloves and proper safety shoes to minimize the risk induced by entangling 

loosen clothes; and  

d)  before the commencement of towing voyage, make sufficient 

communication arrangement with the tug operator, such as using walkie-

talkie with agreed channel, and emergency communication hand phone 

number to avoid delay in information exchange in emergency situation. 


